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editorial
How Did I Get Here?
I sometimes find myself wondering how I got to this point. Claudia
and I took over AFm starting with
the July 1999 issue, so we have been
doing this for a decage and we are
now in Year 14! It seems only a little
while ago I was sweating bullets trying to get that first issue out (with
unfamiliar software on an unfamiliar
computer).
Granted, I still sweat bullets getting out an issue, but having done two
top to bottom redesigns and a couple
of books since, it is a lot easier.
This wouldn’t happen if it weren’t
for the authors you read in these pages
thinking “I could write something
good enough for AFm.” Some of
your favorite authors had trepedations
when they were first starting but now
it is a lot easier. I think you would find
writing for us the same. Once you get
a few articles written they become
easier to write. And I will help as
much as I can.
We have another new author for you

and he is from an archery family so I
think you are going to get some
multi-generational wisdom out of
him. He is Tim Goodwin, currently
operating from Luxembourg (his
address is on Rue Grand-duc
Adolphe street) but really operating
on the Internet. Tim is taking a brand
new look at fitness for archery and he
is finding much of which we thought
we knew about archery fitness may
need reexamining. We hope he will be
writing for us (you!) for a long time.
In addition we have another
blockbuster book review (we are a little late this month to make sure this
review got into this issue) of a very
important book, one I could have
asked Santa for but didn’t have the
sense. Coach Kim Hyung Tak has
written what I think of as a gold mine
for archers and coaches. How many
successful Olympic coaches not only
write for “beginners” on how to learn
Olympic-style archery but also on
how to teach it. I put “beginners” in
quotation marks because Coach Kim

uses that word, but what he is referring to are serious Olympic-style
archers who are just not yet at the elite
level. So, within a year we get blockbuster books from two Olympic-style
archery giants, Coaches Lee and Kim
and I have heard from Vittorio
Frangilli that he is working on “The
Heretic Archer II.” It is a good time
to be a student or coach in Olympicstyle archery.
Now if we could just get the
compound side to commit as much to
paper. I would be in archery heaven.
Both Claudia and I wish you all a
Happy and Successful 2010!

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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Jonathan Miller lives in Naperville, IL
when he is off-campus. He is a senior majoring
in business and has been shooting a recurve
bow, Olympic-style, for about 15 years. He
recently won his own invitational tournament
and says “I like playing guitar, listening to
music, cleaning pennies, sharpening crayons,
memorizing the dictionary, and reformatting
my hard drive, but only after oatmeal baths.
Shiny objects and cookies-to be honest, anything that is fun for a five-year old works for
me.” Asked why he loves archery, he responds:
“I don’t; it loves me.”

Tim Goodwin is a 24 year veteran of the
sport at the tender age of 34. He competes regularly on the European Five Nations Field
Series as well as competing for his chosen country at World standard FITA tournaments. His
chosen profession of health and fitness gives
him a unique insight in to how our shooting
performances are effected by our modern way
of living.
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Lorretta Sinclair is the mother of Dakota,
Clarke, and Barrett Sinclair, a Level 3 Coach,
President of the Clarke Sinclair Memorial
Archery Scholarship (www.clarkesinclair. org).

Brian Luke is a husband and a father of three
young adults. He has played with the bow and
arrow nearly all his life. Brian has developed a
deep respect and admiration for the accomplishments of the early target archers of the NAA and
Brian’s quest has been to experience all that he has
read about: from the making of his own wooden
bows, arrows, and linen strings to competing in
the traditional rounds of the NAA. Brian has
won six out of the seven Indoor Nationals and
five out of the eight Outdoor Nationals he has
attended, all shooting in the Traditional Longbow division of USA Archery.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery since
he was  years old. He has been bowhunting and
in competitive archery for  years. During his
archery career, Tom has shot arrows in no fewer
than  of the contiguous United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores, and Guam. He has won
numerous local and state tournament titles and
has placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently been
learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA style. He is
also the mastermind behind the archery puzzles
currently adorning these pages.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine.
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Archery
by Coach Kim Hyung Tak
A Book Review
In the Spring of 2005, we attended a seminar at the Chula
Vista, CA Olympic Training Center which had Coach
Kim as the key presenter. It was a three day seminar with
one and a half days each for coaches and archers. Steve’s
notes, when typed up, came to fifteen pages before adding
the diagrams. What was astonishing to us was that Coach
Kim actually shared how to teach many aspects of Olympicstyle archery. This topic is something sadly lacking in the
archery literature and Coach Kim’s new book “Archery” is
most welcome because much of it is addressed with how to
teach archery. Both coaches of Olympic-style archery and
archers themselves will find much to like in this book.
We remember Coach Kim as a person with a good sense
of humor and an astute coaching touch. This is shown in
the photo of his family in the introduction to the book
showing his wife and adult children shooting compound
bows! Possibly we will have a book from Coach Kim on
what he has learned about compound shooting soon.
On to the review!
The Structure

The book has five main sections:
• Archery Form for “Beginners”
• Training Methods for “Beginners”
• Analysis of “Posture” and Methods of Modification
• Tuning and Using the Equipment
• Shooting in the Wind
We included the parentheses above because we
don’t think Coach Kim means the same thing we do
when he uses the word “beginner.” He is referring to a serious
archery student wanting to learn
Olympic-style archery. We would
certainly call this student an intermediate student or something other than a beginner,
which has a recreational connotation. (Which is why
we are separating “competitive” archers from “recreational” archers in our new curriculum materials.)
Also, for “posture,” we would substitute the word
“form.”

In almost every case, recommendations are explained,
a rationale is provided, and often a teaching tip is too!
For example, in the Stance section the normal shoulder width (square!) stance is recommended but the
angle the feet make with the legs is also addressed. The
recommendation is to spread each foot 10° outward
from being straight ahead. The problem with this is
some people have feet normally spread more than this.
These people would be twisting their legs inward while
others would be twisting their legs outward. The idea
seems to be that if the feet are splayed somewhat, the
stance becomes somewhat wider without losing much
depth and hence is more stable. Coach Kim goes on to
point out that this rotation of the feet affects the center of gravity of the archer’s body, so that is why it
needs to be addressed. In other places, Coach Kim is
less prescriptive, so we expect that this recommendation is merely a form of: “rotating your toes out may
make your stance more stable.”
For the angle of the bow hand knuckles with the
bow, Coach Kim recommends 35° to 45° approximately, which seems wise as hand geometries and bow grip
geometries vary so widely.
On page 21, Coach Kim insists that a correctly fitted tab is a must (It is!) and that if a student struggles
with placing the tab on the bowstring consistently, he
recommends drawing a line on the tab for where the
string needs to go. This is the kind of practical advice
that seems to be in short supply in the archery literature and in abundant supply in
this book.
When it comes to the distribution of the forces on the string,
instead of the usual X% on the top
finger, Y% on the middle finger, and Z% on the ring
finger approach, Coach Kim pragmatically states:
“The distribution of the natural power will be divided automatically according to the height of the drawing elbow and the length of the archer’s fingers.”
Later in his form analysis section he addresses
problems of incorrect finger pressures leading to
arrows coming off of rests, etc. and deals with how one
recognizes the problems and fixes them. This is very

“This book is a coaching
gold mine.”

Archery Form

These sections are the typical: stance, grip, hooking,
etc. sections but they are not done in a typical manner.
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Continued on the Next Page
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This contradicts Coach KiSik Lee’s recommendation
nicely done.
All throughout this material, Coach Kim distin- that 60% of the archer’s weight be on the balls of the
guishes between what an elite archer versus an archer feet. Now, we are sure that Coach Kim and Coach Lee
who is on the way up needs to know or do. For exam- have access to the same information, the same studies,
so why the difference? This is why we continue to
ple, regarding breathing Coach Kim states (p. 45):
advocate coaches putting their recommendations in
“The coach does not need to teach the method of
print. If and when this is done, then we will be able to
breathing in the early stages of the beginner’s trainidentify the differences and design studies to detering as most beginners breathe the correct way quite
mine whether the recommendations differ substannaturally. It is better to observe each beginner and to
tively and if they do, which is better.
rectify any cases where the wrong breathing method
Coach Kim recommends that the basics need to be
is being used.”
This is the kind of advice coaches don’t seem to get mastered before the clicker is introduced and uses a
dime store toy (remember the small metal “frog” and
elsewhere.
Coach Kim also tells you when to introduce string “cricket” clickers available in novelty stores?) to train
alignment (p. 56), which we have never seen before: archers to the clicker. This is one of the better
approaches to clicker training we have seen. He
how . . . yes, what . . . yes, but when . . . no.
One of the devices that Coach Kim doesn’t use, explains how to check young (growing) archers for
nor do many other coaches, is the primary force line
to address full draw alignment. We all seem to flop
around with phrases like:
the arrow line extended
needs to come out on the
lower surface of the draw
elbow. The draw forearm
and elbow are optimally
positioned when they line
up with the bow’s pressure
point on the grip (see photo
at right). Because the
arrow rest is above the bow
hand and the arrow is
between the top two fingers, the arrow line
extended has to line up
with the bottom of the
elbow. This is easily seen
from Coaching Position 1 Instead of using the arrow line to discuss draw elbow position, coaches might be much better off using the main
(again, see photo). If the force line (draw elbow, fingers, pressure point on grip) as indicated here.
archer’s draw elbow is above or below the main force whether they need clicker position adjustments and
line, it is affecting the pressures of the fingers on the describes some of the common “clicker cheats” and
how coaches can spot them. On page 73, Coach Kim
string.
Another interesting point was made when Coach states “in the early stages, the beginner should not
Kim addressed the coaching axiom that “one should be expect to have the same extending feeling that the elite
able to see the arrow (at full draw) over the bow shoul- archers have.” And this is not the only place where
der” indicating a correctly positioned (low) bow shoul- Coach Kim distinguishes between what you teach to
der. Coach Kim tells us that yes, this is true . . . unless “beginners” versus what you teach to elite archers. He
the archer has a short neck and a long jaw where one goes on to show how to teach the feeling associated
will not be able to see the arrow over the shoulder. He with extending! He even points out that the angle of
uses a photo of a rather famous archer to make his the draw arm should decrease during releasing. This is
point.
a great tip that will help detect problems with video
Coach Kim recommends that “the force on the analysis. Wonderful stuff!
heels and the balls of the feet should be even from
starting the draw through the completion of the shot.”
Continued on Page 10
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Coach Kim on the field at the Chula Vista Olympic Training Center during his 2005 seminar.

Methods for Training “Beginners”

This is a sketch of how to go about training a serious
competitive Olympic-style archer. It consists of a
number of steps.
Step 1 This is the traditional “T-Form Exercise”
which teaches the appropriate full draw postures/body
positions.
Step 2 Here shots are mimicked using a stretch
band. The attention to detail is quite high, for example
the stretch band needs to come out the bottom of the
bow hand, not the top.
Step 3 The archer has graduated to a bow (lightweight, of course) with bow sling and lightweight stabilizer. The archer begins learning to hook the string
by hanging her (stabilizer-less) bow at her side. After
the student learns to relax, the coach simulates the feel
of draw weight by pulling down on the bow handle.
All of the proper postures are practiced, just without
shooting. There are good drills here.
Step 4 Preparation practice for the release now
takes place. There are several drills described which
actual teach how to release the string. (Go figure!
Coach Kim’s seminar and this book are the only
sources we have found that describe how to teach the
release!)
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Step 5 An exercise to train the followthrough is
introduced.
Shooting is introduced in steps 4 and 5.
Elsewhere Coach Kim provides recommendations
for beginning draw weights (based on age and gender)
and tests to determine whether any draw weight is
appropriate. Coach Kim also spends quite a bit of time
on how to train for use of a clicker. So, this section,
combined with information like this throughout the
book, provides a framework for teaching. What is
missing from a complete training program are things
like training schedules (numbers of arrows, targets,
distances, physical training, etc.).
Form Analysis

This section is golden. The previous section sketched
out the stages of teaching an Olympic-style archer.
This section provides what is, in essence, a troubleshooting guide. But unlike many other authors,
Coach Kim provides “methods of modification” that is
drills to correct the form and execution flaws. For
example, on p. 129 he addresses what to do if the arrow
rises off of the arrow rest during the draw, a problem
Steve is working on with one of his students. Coach
Kim even shows pictures of tabs showing telltale signs
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of what is being done
wrong. Corrective measures
are addressed.
There are quite a few
intriguing coaching tips
throughout. One such was
to insert an arrow in the
crease of the draw elbow as
an archer completes the
draw. In this manner, coach
and archer can see if the
elbow angle stays consistent
through the followthrough.
On page 168 there is a nice
treatment on how to teach
having a relaxed bow hand.
Tuning

This is a fairly standard treatment of tuning Olympicstyle bow-arrow-stabilizer systems. There were a few
things we hadn’t seen before, though. On p. 179 Coach
Kim claims that arrows shot by right-handed archers
have a natural tendency to rotate clockwise (viewed
from the rear) due to the string traveling in a curved
path toward the bow. This is a claim we haven’t seen
before and would like to see bare shafts shot with
high-speed video to verify this claim.
Coach Kim has a tuning criterion of having the
bare shaft group size being the same as fletched shaft
group size at 30 meters. This seems to be a valid tuning test, although more bare shafts than most of us create are needed.
Also, Coach Kim recommends the sight aperture
be placed just outside of center as a starting position.
No explanation was offered.
He also suggested the novel use of Post-It notes to
check sight bar alignment with the bowstring (p. 196).
Training for Wind Shooting

This is an extensive segment focused on training for
shooting in the wind, including practice exercises in
“aiming off ” of the center of the target. Coach Kim
examines every phase of the shot and how wind can
disrupt timing, alignment, even the archer’s mental
game. Much of this is applicable to shooting when the
wind isn’t blowing.
The Presentation

A major book should have major heft and this book
has it. It measures 121⁄4˝ (31 cm) by 91⁄4 ˝ (23.5 cm) and
weighs 4 pounds, 15 oz (2.25 kg) with the slip case and
4 pounds, 4 oz (1.9 kg) without it. This is not a pocket book! But do not be dismayed, the print is large and
is set loose, that is with lots of space between lines and
letters, so the reading is easy. The English is British
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English, so you will read
whilst instead of while and
centre instead of center, but
this is really no problem.
There are occasional typos
and one glaring typographical error, where there should
be bullets, e.g. •, adorning
lists, there are capital Ps. We
hope this can be corrected
before the next printing.
None of these detract from
understanding the book,
though.
There are a few places
where the English is a little fractured and some of the
photos vary in quality, obviously having been collected
over time, and a few of the diagrams have mistakes, but
this is a big book, there were bound to be small problems associated with it. On pages 150-152 the same
topic is covered twice with slightly different language
and graphics; only one of these is necessary. But, we are
more than a little aware of the difficulties associated
with publishing in a language which is not your Mother tongue, so by and large, we give a good mark for the
presentation.

“If a student struggles with placing the tab on the bowstring consistently, he recommends drawing a line on the tab for where
the string needs to go. This is the
kind of practical advice that
seems to be in short supply in
the archery literature and in
abundant supply in this book.”

The Conclusion

This book is a coaching gold mine. If you are a serious
coach of Olympic-style archery, you need to read this
book (with a highlighter) over and over. If you are a
JOAD coach or a JOAD archer, this is a very valuable
resource, because Coach Kim is not addressing elite
athletes here. He is addressing those of you who want
to be elite archers and those of you coaching such
archers. Coach Kim’s constant focus on the differences
between “beginners” and elite archers provides a wealth
of useful information to coaches and archers in training.
There is a lot more Coach Kim could have said
and we hope he continues to write. What more could
he write on? Coach Kim states there are four aspects of
shooting well: technique, physical fitness, psychology,
and equipment and tuning. He addressed the equipment/tuning and technique in depth but only touched
on the psychology and fitness aspects of training. The
pages of Archery Focus magazine are open to Coach
Kim anytime he wants to address an English speaking
audience and we hope he does.
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Things I Learned
as an
Archery Mom
by Lorretta Sinclair
AFm’s favorite Archery Mom shares her hard earned wisdom this issue. Our advice—copy it and keep the copy in your
gear bag; take it out and read it from time to time. Ed.

Archery is a part of life, not life itself.
Everyone wants their kid to win.
You should always be polite.
There’s politics in everything – really!
The more successful your kids are, the more you real- Watch out for the parents who are new – they usual-

ize the politics involved.

You gotta do the “right thing” whether your family
benefits or not.

You gotta do the “hard
thing” even if it makes
people mad at you

ly suffer from archeryitis – give them a break; they’ll
learn.

O

ffer your shade to a stranger – they will become your
friend, especially if they are from Canada.

Further Adventures
of an Archery Mom

Take a sock to a tourna-

ment. When you are really
frustrated with some parent who is blathering on and on and who doesn’t “get it,”
look at the sock and remember how you too needed to
stuff it in your mouth – probably not long ago.

Practice really does improve shooting!
Tournament stress is underrated.
Tournament wins are overrated.
Success is not measured by getting on a special team,
It’s a game – really – skinny sticks flying through the winning a tournament, or getting sponsored.
air to a target; describe this to a friend who isn’t an Success is measured by who you are as a person – and
archer.

how you handle yourself as an Archery Mom (or Dad)!

It’s supposed to be fun . . . and if it’s not, then you Bring rain gear – no matter what the weathermen say
might want to think about the fact that you won’t
make a million dollars in archery, no matter how successful you are.

Setting goals is important – unless it defines your success and failure.
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When you see a kid who needs sunblock, remember:

– because they lie!

all kids belong to you at an archery tournament when
it comes to water, food, and sunblock.
Archery Focus

B

e nice to the judges – they are paid little to nothing
and their jobs are hard.

K

id’s don’t set out to lose. Set your own expectations
aside.

Tell the judge to respect your kids: they have the same Duct tape really is one of the wonders of the world.
rights as any other archer on the field!

P

ull out your equipment box and help repair someone
else’s equipment. It either will pay off for you down the
road or you will always know you weren’t afraid to help
a competitor. Either way you “win.”

Make it a “must have” in your travel kit.

T

here are many ways to shoot an arrow. If it works for
your archer, it is the right way.

Make sure your kids shake hands with their competitors – it’s the right thing to do.

S

mile. At the end of the road, this is but a small part
of the big picture.

Tangerines are awesome at tournaments, especially
Water is essential.

when it’s hot.

Disappointment is frequent. Whether it’s a poorly shot
arrow, an unexpected low score, frustration with the competition (or their parents). It’s how you react to it that matters.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Student Selects
Coach
Coach Selects
Student
by Tom Dorigatti
There has been a lot of discussion in the archery
literature and in online forums about how a student
should select an archery coach. However, you probably
don’t realize that the coach must also have a process
that he/she goes through in selecting students. There is
a tendency for students to look for a coach who is local,
has a good reputation, and has reasonable fees for
lessons. Most also figure that a top level archer, since
he/she knows how to shoot so well, will automatically
make a good teacher/coach. On the coach’s side of the
table, nothing is ever said about selecting students
whose goals, needs, and personality characteristics
match the coach’s teaching style.
I am a retired professional educator, with a Master’s Degree in Teaching and Leadership. In addition,
I have been an Air Force officer, an in-flight evaluator,
and a professional Quality
Assurance Manager. I have
been a certified trainer in many
aspects of computer software
applications, bringing “newbies” up to speed on how to use
various software applications.
I’ve developed training programs and various devices to
organize office work, quality
assurance laboratory data and
reports and budgeting data.
And, over the past 45 years, I have worked with innumerable fellow archers as a coach. In all of the above, I
had direct interaction with many different personality
types which required me to assess how my personality
would or would not mesh with those of my “trainees.”
I learned from experience that using the wrong type of

training program or the wrong approach would equate
to many hours of lost time and frustration on both my
part as the trainer and on the part of the trainees.
By now, you may be thinking: “So what does this
all have to do with archery”? or “What is in this for
me?”
So What Does This Have to Do with Archery?

Nearly all of us, at one point or another during our
archery careers, have taken some “coaching,” be it formal or informal. In other words, we have all had pointers or constructive suggestions given to us at one time
or another. Some of the comments or pointers we
asked for, while others had been volunteered to us from
a casual observer. In fact, I would wager that all of us
have probably had more of the “volunteered” types of
tips and pointers than those
that we asked for. I would also
wager that many of those tips
and pointers, although they
may have started out being
constructive, ended up being
more destructive than helpful.
Am I correct?
You probably wont argue
the point that coaching can
have a lot to do with your
archery prowess and how to
capitalize on it to make you a better shooter. Good
coaching can determine whether you move up the
leader board. But, as too many chefs spoil the soup, too
many “coaches” spoil the archer. Listening to advice
from too many sources will ultimately lead to frustration and confusion, with too many changes being

“Trying to find a coach is
easier these days than it was
even in the recent past: however, the key is in finding the
right coach and then the
coach also making sure that
he/she has the right student.”
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made to too many things at once, and a near total loss
of focus on your game and what you are trying to
accomplish.
What is in This for Me?

I would also wager that very, very few of the tips and
pointers came from someone who is actually a “coach,”
be it a coach with a shingle/certification or just a high
echelon shooter who offers advice. In this light, I expect
that you yourself have been overwhelmed with conflicting advice from several “coaches” or persons oh so willing to help you with what ails your shooting. I’ll also
venture to guess that at
times, you didn’t know who
to believe or what to believe,
and ultimately, ended up not
understanding
anything
about what it was they
wanted you to do or how to
go about it at all. You got
“do this and do that” recommendations and “oh, no, not
quite that way, but you are
close” assessments of your
efforts.
You ended up having
several “coaches,” but you
weren’t sure which one had suggested what, and none
of them told you the “how” part of what was suggested. He/she only told you the “what” part of it; leaving
you to struggle aimlessly trying to figure it out for
yourself.
The bottom line and what is in this article amounts
to the difference between mastering things one step at
a time and being confused, disorganized, and frustrated
by too many things coming at you from several directions. Being able to separate the good advice from the
“do it this way because Joe (or Sally) Top Gun does it
and look at all the tournaments he/she has won” advice
can be an insurmountable task when you aren’t sure
what is being asked of you or what the reasons are
behind thoser requests. Couple that with different
pieces of advice for correcting multiple things being
thrust at you all at once, and you are destined to spiral
down into mediocrity.

the game. I’ve found over the years that while most of
the top shooters are very good at telling you the “what
to do” side of things, but when asked “how” he/she
does it, many are at a loss to give you that most important piece of the puzzle.
Another common approach is to select as a coach
someone who shoots in the range with you all the time
and who has been shooting a bow for a long, long time.
This “coach” offers you free advice, is very friendly, and
also is easy going and doesn’t push you hard. He/she
makes your interactions into tutoring sessions which
offer a lot of “what to do” suggestions, but don’t provide how to do what it is
you are supposed to do.
Often you are going to find
several of these folks in
your local range. Each of
them tells you “what to do”
in a different manner,
which isn’t always bad,
however in nearly all cases
you are going to be overwhelmed each time you are
getting “coached” because
they will have you doing
several things during a session and will be coming at
you from different directions, all at the same time. You
will hear, “Well, yes, Bill does it this way, but that doesn’t work for me, so try it this way.” The next thing you
know, a change is made away from what Bill had you
do and the next time you see Bill, he is upset with you
because you went out and asked Ava. Ava changed
what Bill was working on with you and now, neither of
them understands what you want. They are both going
to be upset because you went away from their advice.
Does this sound familiar to you?
Notice above I said “Student Selects Coach” not
“Student Selects Coaches.” If there is one message I
will focus on in this article it is that students need to
work with a, meaning one, coach and not multiple
coaches at any one time. One of the things that will
turn a “coach” away from a student in a heartbeat is
when a student has worked with that coach and then
goes to someone else and changes are made undoing
what the first coach has been working on for however
long. You will lose that first coach quickly and probably subsequent coaches as well.

“I would wager that all of us have
probably had more of the “volunteered” types of tips and pointers
than those that we asked for. I
would also wager that many of
those tips and pointers, although
they may have started out being
constructive, ended up being
more destructive than helpful. ”

Student Selects Coach

I might as well restate now that it is very common for
a student to select an archery coach based upon the
coach’s prowess with a bow and arrow. Students figure
that since said shooter can shoot very well and place
high in tournaments that he/she must know how to
teach others how to do what it is he/she does so well.
I will tell you right now that this is not always the case,
especially with regard to getting you to the top level of
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So, how does a student select a coach? Potential
archery students should observe a potential coach in
action. Some things to watch for are:
1. Does the coach appear to be organized?
Continued on Next Page
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2. Does the coach appear to have a “plan” when working with his/her students, or is he/she offering
advice on several things all at once in a helter-skelter fashion?
3. Is the coach a “screamer” or does he/she work with
the student on an amicable basis?
4. Does the coach convey his/her expectations of what
is going to be done?
5. Is the coach hands-on, that is does the coach
demonstrate to the students what he would like to
see done?
6. Does the coach allow time for the student to assimilate what has been asked of the student?
7. Does the coach allow input from the student as to
how to accomplish the task?
8. Does the coach allow the student some options
concerning the change or changes being asked for?
9. Are the coaching fees
reasonable?
10.Is the coach available for
you to ask questions or
get additional comments
or coaching sessions?
11.Is the coach friendly, but
firm?
12.What credentials does
the coach have? Is he/she
a “Certified Archery
Instructor”? Is this person a “Certified Professional Educator”? Is this
person a top echelon
shooter with lots of local, state, regional, or national titles?
13.Does this person come highly recommended from
knowledgeable fellow archers?
Some other things to consider when selecting your
coach include:
a. Talk extensively with a potential coach to see what
type of personality he/she has. Does his/her personality type mesh with yours?
b. What is your personality type? You have undoubtedly read about personality types and their success
levels in archery. I’m not a psychologist, however,
I’m going to include a table below that describes
some of the Type A and the Type B personality
traits. It pays to be familiar with this if you want to
become a better shooter and not only understand
yourself, but your competition and your coach as
well. If you haven’t read something similar before, I
think you will find it most interesting.
There are several free personality tests out on
the web that you can use to learn more about your
personality type. Go to the following URL for one
that I found most interesting and easy to use:

http://stress.about.com/library/Type_A_quiz/bl_Type
_A_quiz.htm.
Space limitations and my level of expertise prohibit me from going into further detail concerning personality traits and types. However, I also think that you
will find the articles at the following website to be
interesting and rewarding in helping you find out more
about yourself and your personality type. It may well
help you in how to deal with yourself and others as it
relates to your archery, your professional life, and your
relations with other people and your family. All of the
above will have a direct affect on how well you can perform at a competitive level and how well you will or
will not work with your selected coach! Remember,
this is your money that you are going to be paying this
coach, so pick wisely and intelligently.
http://www.personalitypage.com/portraits.html

“Tell the coach that so-and-so
told you to do something another
way and that you think it is better. Once again, being diplomatic
and polite is always the best
approach. This is a two-way
street, for both the student and
the coach to remember.”
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Coach Selects Student

It goes without saying that
once you have selected a
potential coach, any good
coach will not be willingt o
start until he/she has also
“selected” you. The coach
should be going through his
analysis of you as to whether
or not you and he/she are a
fit for each other.
The coach should be
asking much of what I listed
above in “your” section.
In addition, any teacher or coach would like to
have the attributes described below in his/her selected
students. You must remember that an archery coach is
not a public school teacher being paid by taxpayer dollars. The student has the choice of their coach and, on
the other hand, the coach has a choice of which student(s) he chooses to take on in his classes! This is a
two-way street. Yes, it is your money that is being
spent, but you are purchasing the coaches’ time and the
coach has expectations as to what he is getting as a student!
Again, I’m not a high level archery coach. However, like any reasonably good professional educator, I
had to first learn how to teach so that I could teach
how to learn! I had to realize early on that there is a
definite difference between a teacher with 40 years
experience and a teacher with one year’s experience 40
times.
I’m going to list the attributes that any teacher or
coach would want to have in a student. This seems to
me to be the easiest way to get across the point I’m trying to drive home to not only potential archery students, but also to archery coaches. See how many of
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these you match up to:
In selecting a student, I personally would recommend the following:
1. A visit to the student’s home shooting range and a
long observation of the potential student in the
process of shooting. This should be non-verbal and
the potential coach should be taking notes, either
mentally or in writing as to what the student may
need with regard to a coaching technique or style,
form flaws, personality, confidence, mental game,
etc.
2. Offer help only when asked for, then do an assessment: During my preparation of this article, Steve
Ruis mentioned an important element concerning a
good coach. Steve Ruis said, and I quote: “When
good coaches are asked for advice (good coaches
never offer without being asked except under special
circumstances) they simply say they would have to
do an assessment first. I often will say something like
“I think we would want to look at your stance and
bow hand and release techniques, but I will need to
do an assessment first.” Al Henderson would watch
a student shoot for quite a while in silence, sometimes more than one lesson. Then he would ask
“What do you think your problems are?” and that
would begin the discussions and the relationship.”
This is interesting, and in fact, I had occasion
myself, one year while I was competing at Vegas.
Frank Pearson had been asked by my brother to do
an assessment of me during the first day of the
Vegas tournament. When I finished the round that
day, Frank came up to me and asked if I had the
time to sit and talk about what he observed. Frank,
at the time, was one that also had the philosophy of
taking things “one step at a time.” He told me about
the one main item that he had consistently
observed during my shooting. He told me to focus
on this one thing for the next day, but he did this in
such a positive manner that it really stuck with me
both as a “learner” in this situation and also had an
impact on me as a professional educator. In addition to this main “negative,” he also came up with
numerous positives so that I didn’t feel he was being
super critical about everything. I didn’t feel at all
inundated with a list of things that were out of
whack. He gave me one main thing for me to work
on, and added only one other one that related to it.
3. A short interview with the potential student would
include, but not be limited to:
a. What are the student’s goals with regard to
archery?
b.What are the student’s favorite types of shooting
(3-D, hunting, indoors, outdoors, etc.)?
c. What level of competence to they expect to
achieve as a result of being coached by you?
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d.Do they have any other “advisors” that they
speak with regularly?
e. What is their personality type? At this point,
give them the link to the website above, so that
they can find out for themselves.
f. Tell the student exactly where you are coming
from with regard to practicing, other “advisors,”
making changes without prior notice to the
coach, etc., etc.
g.Discuss briefly where you think the student is
with their level of competence in archery right
now, and a brief idea with where you are going to
start. You will probably need to evaluate the student to do this (having an “evaluation session” as
an audition, so to speak, is a good way to feel a
student out).
h.Discuss the costs of coaching including equipment upgrades, etc.
i. Discuss the availability and frequency of the
coaching sessions.
j. Discuss that there may be a competitive plan and
a “practice plan” put in place to organize the student’s hopeful progress.
k.Discuss with the student that an immediate
increase in scores and a sharp move up the leader
board may not happen. Be sure that the student
Continued on Next Page
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“Tell the coach that so-and-so
told you to do something another
way and that you think it is better. Once again, being diplomatic
and polite is always the best
approach. This is a two-way
street, for both the student and
the coach to remember.”
fully understands that there may well be some
peaks and valleys in the process.
l. Discuss with the student the importance of the
21-day rule of thumb; that is that any change of
habit takes at least 21 days of effort to incorporate the change. Things will not be happening
overnight.
m.If you like, you can make up a “coaching contract” that outlines behavioral responsibilities for
the student, a release from liability should the
student injure themselves, etc. I do not have the
expertise to write such a contract, but if you are
a new coach, there are sources out on the web for
such items.
n.Go over the list below: “My ideal archery student would . . .”
My Ideal Archery Student Would . . .

An ideal archery student has a certain set of attitudes
and behaviors. No one student would have all or even
most of these but each is worth exploring or emulating.
These also, not surprisingly, apply to coaches as well.
My ideal archery student (coach) would:
(These are in no particular order or priority.)
1. Seldom, if ever use the words “I can’t”, I won’t, or
“whatever.” Those are a sure-fire way to lose a coach
or a student!
2. Seldom, if ever, when the coach observes something
and relates to the student what the coach saw,
should the student say, “No, I didn’t do that.”
3. Always “Fess up when you mess up.” That is to say,
when there is a mistake made or a failure to communicate properly, own up to it and get on with the
business at hand.
4. Never hold a grudge. What is done is done; it is
over. If it isn’t, discuss it until it is. Try not to repeat
the same circumstances again.
5. If another “coach” gives you advice, bring it to your
coach for discussion before you do anything about
it. Accepting “help” from another person is one
thing, but utilizing that help and making changes
that result in lost time or regression is nearly unfor-
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givable.
6. Realize that there are going to be misunderstandings. Resolve them immediately and don’t linger on
them.
7. Never be a “screamer.” Never belittle a student or
embarrass them publicly. Same for the student,
never yell or scream at a coach; especially when in
public or in front of other students.
8. Always find something positive, and address any
negatives with something positive. No matter how
bad it gets, there is always something that the student or coach is doing right.
9. Try to learn and also teach from a positive standpoint. It isn’t, “you are doing this wrong” but rather,
“I think it might go better for you if you would try
to do it this way.”
10.Students, if you are having difficulty understanding
a concept, ask questions in a positive manner. Don’t
say, “This isn’t going to work”, but rather ask if
there might be a different way of doing the same
thing.
11.Avoid emotional outbursts. Before frustrations can
build to such a level as to cause such an outburst
they need to be stated and addressed.
12.Always be up front and honest concerning practicing between sessions. If you didn’t practice the new
concept, simply say so. Doing so will save lots of
time and expense.
13.Always make sure you agree to what the rate being
charged is. Then be sure to pay on time and not fall
behind.
14.Keep the rate of pay between the coach and the student private.
15.Understand that different levels of student may
well be charged at different rates. Many good
coaches don’t charge every single student exactly
the same rate.
16.Always ask the coach in advance concerning other
parties being involved in a student’s coaching session. Never try to get a friend in on a coaching session for free.
17.Always call in ahead if you have to cancel a coaching session. Again, this also is a two-way street.
18.Always be respectful of a person’s “free space” and
don’t invade it.
19.If physical contact is necessary, be sure to advise the
other person that they are about to be touched.
20.Always turn off cell phones, iPods, and other electronic communications gear during coaching sessions. (If this is not possible (single parents with
sick children won’t want to be out of contact, for
example) discuss the use of such devices and the
circumstances under which they will be used.
21.Remain focused on the task at hand and give your
full and undivided attention.
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22.Always keep your language appropriate and avoid
the use of vernacular or street talk.
23.When asked for an assessment of how you feel or
how a shot felt, or what you did or didn’t see, be
totally honest; never answer such a question based
upon what you think the coach wants to hear.
24.Give honest effort without bias towards what you
think the coach has in mind. If you don’t understand, ask.
25.Not try to jump ahead of the “program.” If you
think you could make faster progress, discuss it
with the coach.
26.Tell the coach immediately if something being tried
causes pain or undue stress. Never try to tough it
out by being silent about this sort of thing.
27.Avoid second-guessing the coach and his decisions.
If you have a problem with something the coach is
asking, find a way to ask why without being sarcastic. Same goes for the
coach; a good coach is
never belittles or is sarcastic toward a student.
28.Tell the coach when you
are “saturated” with trying to learn or you are
losing focus.
29.Advise the coach of any
muscle soreness or major
health issues.
30.Advise the coach when
you are tired, frustrated,
or cannot concentrate.
31.Make eye contact at all
times when the coach is trying to relay information
to you.
32.Tell the coach that so-and-so told you to do something another way and that you think it is better.
Once again, being diplomatic and polite is always
the best approach. This is a two-way street, for
both the student and the coach to remember.
33.Tell the coach what you read about something you
are working on. Ask for his/her opinion. Ask if the
advice you read applies to you.
34.Do not make a change back to an “old” form element because the new form element “wasn’t working for you.”
35.Do not make changes to your equipment setup
without prior knowledge of the coach.
36.Always make an assessment of what is working
with your coach and how his/her teaching style is
impacting your learning process. The coach on the
other hand should be constantly assessing how
his/her teaching style is impacting each and every
student’s learning.
37.Take the personality test above to find out your per-

sonality traits. This helps learners realize what their
tendencies are with regard to the shooting process
and how their personality meshes or doesn’t mesh
with competitive archery.
While the list above is long, it is hoped that both
archery students and archery coaches will quickly realize that “being coached” and “coaching” not simple
processes. If done properly and with both parties fully
cognizant of their responsibilities in this process, both
have positive and fulfilling experiences.
Conclusion

Since the “What to Do” aspects of archery are so openly discussed (over and over and over again), I have
become more and more cognizant of trying to teach
from a “How to Do It” aspect of the game. This is an
important approach for both students and coaches.
Making it to the winner’s circle requires that the
finer points of form and shot
execution be mastered and
programmed for execution.
It is extremely difficult for
an archer, especially one who
is just entering the game of
archery, to find the resources
to get started well. The cost
of equipment must be born
and with coaches hard to
find and needing to be paid,
it is easy to just learn from
more experienced archers.
On the other hand, learning
improper technique results
in injuries, sometimes severe, and frustratingly slow
progress in acquiring proficiency. “Free advice,” while
often times helpful, can become confusing and even
frustrating for any student of the game.
Trying to find a coach is easier these days than it
was even in the recent past: however, the key is in finding the right coach and then the coach also making
sure that he/she has the right student. I have offered
my insights in the hope of getting both the potential
archery student and the potential coach some firm
ground on which to stand to make the experience more
beneficial.
The key lies in both parties selecting one another
based more upon a proper fit of styles, schedules, costs,
and having a methodology of things to consider in the
selection and screening process should help.

“Since the ‘What to Do’ aspects
of archery are so openly discussed (over and over and over
again), I have become more and
more cognizant of trying to teach
from a ‘How to Do It’ aspect of
the game. This is an important
approach for both students and
coaches”
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Stand Up!
by Tim Goodwin
No, I really mean stand up tall!
Strange how we tell our kids to stand up tall (or
my father used to tell me to when I was a kid!) but it
is generally adults who have significant issues standing up properly.
As bipeds we are designed to stand on our two
feet, however modern living means we rarely spend
any length of time in this posture. Think about your
average day: you wake up, you sit down for breakfast,
you sit down on the commute to work, you sit for the
morning at your desk, you sit down for lunch, more
sitting at the desk in the afternoon, the way home
from work and then dinner and on to the couch for
some TV in the evening; most of us spend the bulk of
every day either sitting or laying down.
It is little wonder that when I see most people for
physical assessments, they don’t or can’t stand up correctly, their butts have quite literally forgotten their
role in life because they have got used to being merely padding for hard seats.
Commonly when I see people who have days like
that described above, they’ll have extremely tight
lower back muscles and the muscles in the butt (the glutes) are
inhibited, that is they simply
don’t work anymore! Couple this
with tight muscles on the front of
the hips, because they have
become shortened by constant
sitting, and the abdominal core
region not working, once again
caused by sitting. This is the ideal
recipe for lower back pain and
fast fatigue when we come to
stand on feet for more than a
hour like during an archery competition.
Low back pain is the likely
cause of excessive fatigue during your shooting training or competition. It doesn’t need to be agonising
pain either, just a dull ache can leach energy slowly
but surely and before you know it, you are leaking
points.

. . sit down. Specifically we sit on exercise machines
with their perfectly padded leather seats. The problem is when you sit on a machine to workout you are
getting a “false” workout!
Let’s say, for example, you want to do an arm
raise to develop upper back and shoulder strength,
but you do it on a machine. Other than making the
muscle bigger, functionally you are not necessarily
“stronger” at holding your arm up. The problem is
when you sit on a machine your body’s stabilisation
system is not being challenged as you are being supported externally by the seat you are sitting on. So
when it comes to lifting your bow arm when standing, you are really no stronger in that position.
To explain further, most people have an isolationist’s view of how the body works, meaning you want
to build strength in a certain muscle so your train
specifically just that muscle. Using the example
above, commonly people will want to train the upper
shoulder muscles . . . only. However, the body works
in a more integrated fashion, with a whole “kinetic
chain” of muscles firing throughout the entire body to
stabilise you as you lift your arm.
Studies have shown this to be in
a kind of zig zag chain connecting the feet right through the
body to the shoulder. Without
this mechanism, we would simply topple over.

“So you decide to go to
the gym to do some
weights and what is the
first thing you commonly
do . . . sit down.
Specifically we sit on
exercise machines with
their perfectly padded
leather seats.”

So you decide to go to the gym to do some
weights and what is the first thing you commonly do .
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So what implications does
this have for your training programs to prepare you for better
performance as an archer?
For
a
start, exercise
machines, in general, are not
going to give you the kind of
training that will help you develop a stronger body for shooting, or even to be a more
functionally able human being, either. As a fitness
professional I rarely prescribe the use of machines to
anyone.
A better way to train includes exercises in which
you are predominately in a standing posture or exercises that require activation and stabilisation of your
core musculature (in your torso). These are exercises
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such as Squats, Lunges, Deadlifts, Overhead Presses,
as well as Push ups, Planks and Row exercises. Most
of these exercises do not need excessive external
weights, in fact most bodyweight exercises will suffice
for the majority of ordinary folk who don’t live in a
gym.

“Most of these exercises
do not need excessive
external weights, in fact most
bodyweight exercises will
suffice for the majority of
ordinary folk who don’t
live in a gym.”
Rather than use up an inordinate amount of
space explaining how to perform each of these exercises, you’ll find most of them demonstrated proficiently on YouTube or check out my blog
(http://fitfor-archery.com) for some suggestions. By
doing exercises such as these, you’ll develop a functionally more powerful body, able to stand up and
perform movements with more control and balance.
This will certainly translate in to better shooting
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form and reduced levels of fatigue over a day’s shooting.
Start slowly while you are learning the basic
movements of each of the exercises I have suggested
above, seeking the advice of a qualified coach if you
need. I certainly suggest you stay away from external
weights initially and keep off “seated machines” completely and you’ll train much more effectively for
shooting and standing in general.
Warming up correctly is the first part of any
training program as well as before shooting as well, I
offer a free report on warming up from my blog at
http://fitforarchery.com/warm-up/ plus you’ll find
many other videos and short articles there for review.
In coming articles I will address more issues of
fitness as they apply specifically to archery. I think
you will be surprised at the differences between how
archers need to train as it compares to the largely
generic training advice that is available elsewhere.
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Teaching
Aiming and
Sighting
by Steve Ruis
I was giving a first lesson to a sixteen-year old
student recently and toward the end of the lesson I
commented that eventually he would be having a conversation with the target. He looked puzzled, so I continued: “For example, do you know why your arrows
are all on the right side of the target?” He suggested he
was somehow aiming wrong.
“Aiming? You are aiming?” I asked.
He shrugged.
The reason his arrows were hitting to the right was
he was shooting 2013 aluminum arrows from a ten
pound recurve bow. I needed that length of shaft
because he was a tall young man and I always start
beginners with minimum draw weight, so there is
rarely a spine match. (Before you write to “correct” me,
the student was left-handed so the “stiff side” of the
target was the right side, not the left.)
I told my student, that he was not only doing
nothing wrong, but that was the correct behavior
expected from the equipment I gave him. The point
for all beginners and coaches of beginners is that outcomes (where the arrows land) may or may not be
telling you something about how well you are shooting and that a conversation with the target is what
archers do to figure out, well, was it me? . . . or the
wind? . . . or?
The reason I am telling you this story is because it
demonstrates one aspect of why we teach “aiming off
of the point” before introducing a bow sight.
There are, I am sure, many ways to teach aiming
and sighting, but I want to make an argument for this
way of doing it. Not because all students need to be
taught this way, but that there are particular advantages
in this sequence. One caveat, though, if you are teaching a single individual, you have a great deal more latitude to adjust how you teach a student. If you are
working with a group or class, you will have much less.
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This approach works especially well for groups, and
will work for individuals, too.
A Comprehensive Approach to Teaching Aiming

Again, there are many ways to do this but you may
appreciate the strengths of this particular approach.
Groups First The first stage in teaching aiming and
sighting is for archers to establish they can shoot
groups (the distance doesn’t matter but don’t expect
small groups if you are shooting longer distances). If an
archer can’t group, distracting them with any aiming
system is not going to help. In order to group consistently, an archer needs a relaxed bow hand, fairly good
body alignment, and a fairly good release from basic
full draw “T Form.” In other words, archers need to
master the basic form and execution elements of
shooting arrows to be taught any aiming system.
Failing to do this you will find that the studentarcher’s focus on target and “sight” will deteriorate
form already not very solid.
Aiming “Off the Point” Comes Next There are a
great many reasons why aiming off of the point should
be taught to all archery students who wish to learn
“how to aim.” Here are some of the reasons:
No Other Equipment is Needed We tried introducing sights in beginning archery classes and it was a disaster because of the “fiddle factor,” that is there is a lot
of fiddling needed to get even one sight mark. Even if
you attach the sights to the bows ahead of time, set the
position of the aperture over the arrow as a roughly
good windage setting and rough in a 15- or 20-yard
shot ahead of time, the archers will immediately fiddle
with the sight to make it work better. Which means all
of the sights need to be reset before the next class. This
does not even take into account the fact that the distance from nock to aiming eye is different for every
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“If an archer can’t group,
distracting them with any
aiming system is not
going to improve their
form.”

student, so the elevation of the
aperture will need be adjusted for
each archer . . . for each class.
Aiming off the point requires no
additional equipment and hence
has no “fiddle factor.” And as far
as cost effectiveness goes, aiming
off of the point wins hands down.
All Basic Aiming Concepts are Introduced All of the
concepts needed for sight shooting can be introduced
without the distraction of the sight, including the concepts of: sight picture, string alignment, precision
alignment of arrow point (e.g. the “sight”) with the target, aiming off, etc. (Note that these are basic concepts
and not techniques.)
Having many of these concepts mastered before a
sight is introduced speeds the acceptance of the sight
greatly. Consider “aiming off.” When shooting off the
point, one is always “aiming off ” (except at point blank
range or, as it is called now “point on target distance”
or “point on” for short). And, we generally start beginners with “looking across the top of the arrow at the
center of the target” because they are generally quite
close to said target. But as the target goes back, we
introduce the “figure eight” sight picture which is a
more precise alignment of point and target (see diagram

is why “clickers” are used in
Olympic-style archery.) Shooting
off the point actually exacerbates
this effect! If you draw short,
there is more arrow sticking out
from the rest than before. Since
the arrow slants upward relative
to the aiming eye, the bow will
have to be lowered to get “on point.” Drawing short
and lowering the bow both are causes of low hits! The
same double whammy comes from drawing too far.
Aiming off of the point is very sensitive to draw
length, so it is giving sensitive feedback to precisely
that aspect of the shot which is most critical. This leads
to a more regular draw length better than any exercise
or drill I know of. And, I argue that having a fairly stable draw length is a precondition for introducing a
clicker. Giving a student who has an inconsistent draw
length a clicker in the assumption that the clicker will
make their draw length consistent is cruel. For one,
where do you set the clicker when the arrow point
position at full draw varies so much? For another, this
will be frustrating in the extreme for the archer because
40% of their shots will be pulled through prior to
anchor and 40% will not get pulled through (or incorrectly pulled through) after anchor. Want a student to
quit archery? Give them a clicker before their draw
length is stable. A clicker is a tool to make a consistent
draw even more consistent, not an inconsistent draw
Continued on the Next Page

When the arrow point is brought to be just tangent with the bottom of
the center aiming circle (or any other ring) creating a figure 8, one has a
fine aiming system built into the sight picture.

below).
It Gives Good Feedback Question: What is the most
critical factor in shooting a bow “barebow” style?
Answer: draw length. Draw too far and the arrow hits
high. Draw too short and the arrow goes low. (Which
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consistent.
It Is Less Complicated Obviously “no sight” is less
complicated than a mechanical sight, but what I am
talking about here is not that. As an example of what I
am talking about, what happens when you cant your
bow when shooting with a sight? The general behavior
is “top limb left, arrow goes left; top limb right, arrow
goes right.” Cant the bow and you will affect the
impact point of an arrow . . . when shooting with a
sight. What happens when you cant your bow when
shooting off of the point? Answer: nothing. In effect
the bow is being rotated around the arrow which doesn’t affect much of anything. This is a form of “bad
feedback” which I think is good for beginners. If a
beginner keeps adjusting the windage of a sight
because first he is hitting left and then he is hitting
right, it may be because his focus on the sight has lead
him into inconsistently canting the bow. Not using a
sight means that canting the bow
is not a factor, so it can be left
until later to be addressed if it is a
problem at all.
It Is Quite Accurate Many
archers don’t even know what aiming off of the point is, but denigrate it anyway as not being as
accurate as compound unlimited.
Well, nothing is as accurate as
compound unlimited for starters,
and no shooting style combines a
release aid with “no sights,” for
another. So, that is kind of a
strange comparison.
I freely admit that “shooting
off of the point” is not as accurate
as shooting with a sight, but it is
not all that much less accurate. In NFAA circles,
archers shooting Freestyle Limited (FSL—compound
bow, stabilizer, sight, scope, peep, fingers) regularly
shoot 510-520 (out of 560) rounds at the national
championship level. At the same level Barebow archers
(BB—compound bow, stabilizer, but no sight, no
scope, no peep, and fingers) will be in the 500-510 (out
of 560) range. In the 1960’s and 1970’s there were a
great many barebow archers who could shoot spectacularly well, but today there are far fewer barebow
archers, so the average top scores may be a bit
depressed.
Mismatched Equipment Is Compensated For Getting
back to my opening story, it is commonplace that program bows and program arrows are nowhere near
being spine matched for beginning archers. But, by
“aiming off ” left or right as well as above or below the
center of the target, substantial accuracy can be had.
This is even better than what can be done with a sight

in that, often, entry-level bow sights do not have
enough windage or elevation adjustment to compensate for a significant spine mismatch.
There is More Some archers don’t want to use a
sight. For these there is more, like stringwalking. Once
basic aiming off of the point is learned, stringwalking
can be tackled. Stringwalking teaches precise positioning of tab and fingers on the bowstring by giving
appropriate feedback amongst many other things.
Archers learn that it is easier to line up the arrow point
shot after shot in the same place. Archers learn that
aiming off doesn’t always supply a distinct aiming
point that can be used to finely align to and that having a definitive and consistent sight picture is an
advantage.
It Can be Done for Fun or Just to Amaze the Neighbors
One doesn’t have to pursue archery seriously every
waking moment. Recently Brian Luke and I spent the
better part of an hour trying to hit
an Olympic target at the Olympic
distance using a bow made out of
PVC pipe. We had a ball. By aiming off of the point, almost any
bow can be shot fairly well after
just a few practice arrows. You can
amaze the neighbors!

“There are, I am sure,
many ways to teach aiming and sighting, but I
want to make an argument for this way of
doing it. Not because all
students need to be
taught this way, but that
there are particular
advantages in this
sequence.”
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The Sight Comes Last

We use the rule of thumb that an
archer needs his own equipment
before we will teach the use of a
bow sight. This equipment may
be program equipment, where
archers have dedicated bow and
sight combinations (or they share
bows but have their own sights, or
. . .) or they have equipment they have borrowed or
purchased that can be fitted to them. In order for a
sight to work, the bow, arrows, and archer’s form all
have to be matched. Prior to that, you don’t have to
leave off teaching aiming, you just can’t teach sighting.
How We Do It When we introduce the sight, we
deliberately put the archer at a comfortable short distance at which they can group well in the center of the
target when aiming off of the point.
Step 1 Attach the Sight and Ignore It We have them
shoot the bow with sight attached but still off of the
point.
Step 2 Notice the Position of the Aperture in the Sight
Picture After several successful shots off of the point
we ask the archers to notice the position of the aperture in their sight picture just before the arrows are
released. Several shots are done to identify this position.
Step 3 Adjust the Aperture to the Center of the Target
Archery Focus

in the Sight Picture We then help the archer center up the aperture on
target center in his sight picture, still shooting off of the point. Several
shots are made.
Step 4 Make the Switch After verifying that the aperture is lined up
with target center when the arrow point is properly placed at full draw,
we ask “Could you use the aperture to line up the shot? Is the arrow
point still in the correct location when the aperture is used? Shoot,
shoot, shoot.

“Aiming off the point allows
beginners to learn aiming
without the expense or ‘fiddle
factor’ of a bow sight and is a
fun activity to learn.”
This can all happen in just a few minutes or can take quite a bit
longer.
The point here is that if the archer’s form is consistent, there is only
one position for the bow in the archer’s sight picture that will result in
the arrow striking home. If the bow is in any other position, the arrow
will land some other place. The bow sight is just a convenient way to
place the bow in it’s proper position.
The details of sight shooting can then be addressed after some acclimation shooting has been done, things like: how sight adjustments affect
arrow impact points, addressing bubble levels, peep sights/string alignment or telescopic sight apertures, using the sight aperture to position the
bow at setup, etc.
Aiming off the point allows beginners to learn aiming without
the expense or “fiddle factor” of a bow sight and is a fun activity to learn.
Once students discover they can be accurate without a bowsight, they
may eschew sights altogether. Or they can swiftly and easily make the
transition to a bow sight once they have all of the proper equipment
(bow, properly spined arrows, sight, peep, etc.) to make it work and work
right.
If you don’t have a method to introduce aiming and sighting, try this
one to see if it works for you.
This is just one of the techniques covered in our new recreational archery curriculum (to be published this Spring). Students are lead step by step to explore
the entire world of archery in such a way that success is easy. Look for it!

Archery Focus
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CREATING A COLLEGE ARCHERY CLUB

Marketing
Your
Club
by Jonathan Miller
Imagine you are at a student organization
fair at your college oruniversity. There are tables
outside with black and white, copy paper handouts,
poster boards with hand drawn bubble letters, and
representatives in tee-shirts. As you look around the
fair, you notice that all the booths are doing just this
and nothing stands out to catch your eye. What is
the problem here? The problem is no one is treating
their organization like it should be, as a small business. If you want your organization to grow and
stand out among the other groups, you need to take
your marketing efforts to a higher level. What is
great about student organizations is you have membership dues which you can use at your own discretion. It isn’t a real business so you can’t go under and
every semester you get a fresh start! Think of it as
Monopoly money and every semester you pass “Go”
and collect your money. Now it is your choice, be the
“race car” and speed towards a thriving club or the
“iron” and be a dead weight.
There are certain things you can do to stand out
from the crowd. If I had to focus on just three
things, I would focus on a
nice website, advertising/brochures, and clothing. One thing I will
repeat during this article is this: you are in college
with unusual resources that are already paid for and
at your disposal. I’ll tell you what you can use at your

“Don’t think of a website as just
a way to pass information but as
a blank canvas to show off your
organization’s personality and
style.”
school to your advantage that you may not even
know you had.
Your Club’s Website

There is no better way to market on the cheap, than
with a website. Your website has to be informative
and up to date. If you look at your website as a business manager, it needs to be both those things and
much more. Your website is typically the source of
the first impression you get to make on prospective
archers, whether they are on campus or recruits, so
make sure your website shows how professional you
are. Don’t think of a website as just a way to pass
information but as a blank
canvas to show off your
organization’s personality
and style. When surfing
the web, will you stop at a fun interesting website or
one that just rattles off information? Don’t be like all
the other organization websites—step it up! Don’t be

Part 4 of a Series
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afraid to spend a lot of time on your website since it
is your main media vehicle. When the Purdue club
designed our website, we spent months planning and
designing it. To start out we began at
www.freewebs.com, a free website building site with
software that you can customize to put your best foot
forward. From such a free site, you can upgrade to a
paid site (or not). Usually it only costs around $10
for a domain name and a little more for a server to
host your site on. Pick a domain name that is obvi-

“My motto is: we may not
win the tournament, but
we sure will look like we
should have.”
ous and simple. For instance instead of the
www.freewebs.com/purduearchery, we have www.purduearchery.com. If you choose to not use a free website generating service because you can design your
own site without their software, most colleges typi-
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cally give student organizations free space on their
servers with their own web address. The only drawback is website address is usually very long, hard to
memorize, and hard to search for on Google. If you
have no HTML or Flash experience making websites, there are plenty of people who do all around
you! Go to a computer science class and put up a
posting, give a handout to a professor teaching a CS
class, or find someone in your dorm who makes websites. For $10 or a pizza, you can usually get a website made for you!
Your Club’s Advertising/Brochures

Advertising is important to any business, club, organization, etc. It not only tells people about you but
it conveys a message. Your advertising is a representation of you, your club’s attitudes, and who you are
trying to target. Advertising can be free or expensive
and still achieve the same results. It is all about
implementation, execution, and targeting. We see
college clubs handing out pencils and paper fliers.
Let’s be honest, how many of those fliers even get
Continued on the Next Page
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“If you have no HTML or Flash
experience making websites,
there are plenty of people who
do all around you! For $10 or a
pizza, you can usually get a website made for you!”
looked at? This is where quality matters. I suggest
going big or going home. Take some quality photos
and make some nice hand outs in a page layout program. Take it to your local copy center and print out
a few hundred on heavier paper rather than on
cheap copier paper. Color is important so don’t be
afraid to spend a little on quality. If your fliers are
nice, then word of mouth will carry your club from
there. Have fun with your advertising, do some
research based on what attracts the most attention.
Come up with a theme and blow away all of the
other organizations! Have fun with your business
and don’t feel bad about the money you spend
because it will come back in the form of more members.
Club Clothing

Club clothing can be free advertising for you and
your organization. All you have to do is provide the
shirt and design. Club members pay for the shirts,
recouping your investment. Club shirts are great
because you have people modeling your clothes and
organization for you.
There are a few cons to making shirts, but trust
me, the pros are worth it.
• You have to design a shirt you are proud of and
most importantly people will pay for
• Pre-ordering is necessary and people do not
always sign up for all of the shirts they want so
you need to over stock
• Pre-ordering clothing means you have to prepay, make sure you have cash up front that will be
reimbursed
• If people do not pick up their shirts, you are
stuck with the cost of the shirt unless you can sell
it.
Now let’s talk about the pros.
• If you sell the shirts then there is no cost to you,
and if you find the right tee-shirt printer, you
will actually make a profit.
• The better a shirt looks, the more people will
want it and the more they will wear it and that is
better advertising for your organization.
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• It makes you look more professional when you
have your own clothing. Also, if you decide to
make a traveling team, you now have one days
worth of uniforms at a tournament
When you pick out clothing for your organization, do not be afraid to go for nice apparel. Your
members will pay it because they understand quality. If it tends to be a little more expensive than people are willing to pay, split the cost up between
membership dues and shirt costs to avoid sticker
shock. If you shop around, you can usually get shirts
for $5 and charge $15 without any problems. Shirts
will be good for you and your budget. My motto is:
we may not win the tournament, but we sure will
look like we should have.
To close this article, there is one thing to
keep in mind. Appear larger and more professional
than you really are. Purdue Archery is one of Purdue’s fastest growing organizations, and it is run by
only two people. Using the internet, shirts, and professional-level advertising will make you look much
bigger than you really are. Perception is the name of
the game. You are building a brand, not a club. You
have to think of your organization as a business and
then you will succeed.
Do you know why the Yankees always win?
It’s because the other team’s too busy staring at the pin
stripes.
Frank Abagnale
If you have any questions with this article or specific problems, you can contact me at www.purduearchery.com or at millerjk@purdue.edu.
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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When the Clicker
Clicks
by Steve Ruis
Just minutes ago I was reading a book, got an idea, and
came into my office to write this article. If you are one
of those people who asks authors, “Where do you get
your ideas?” this may help you understand. The book I
was reading is “Talent is Overated” by Geoff Colvin, a
book with the suggestive subtitle “What Really Separates World-Class Performers from Everybody Else.”
You might expect that this book has a lot to say to competitve archers and you would be quite right. For now,
the author was describing Tiger Woods doing something one almost never sees in professional golf, namely, in the middle of a golf swing, Mr. Woods will stop
and restart the whole process. Often the cause of this is
a camera clicking or some other abrupt noise breaking
in. What is notable about this is I
have never seen another golfer do
this. I have seen golfers hit bad
shots and literally jump the ropes
to accost camera clickers. I have
seen golfers complain to people
that bad shots were due to them
talking while they were trying to
hit. But, stopping . . . mid-swing
(on the way down!)? Tiger does it,
no one else seems to.
The author of the book found
this notable because he describes
the typical three stages of learning
a repetitive task, like driving a car
or tying ones shoes or shooting an
arrow: the first stage is very awkward as we operate almost exclusively consciously. We
have little flow or rhythm, we stop to think a lot, and we
make quite a few mistakes. In the second stage, we can
link the steps very well, but we are not yet adept, not as
fluid as we will be when we make it to the third stage, in
which we operate almost completely subconsciously.
What are you thinking about while tying your shoes or
driving? It certainly isn’t about tying your shoes or driving! Similarly you can’t be thinking about the mechanics of shooting arrows while you are doing it.
The point he was trying to make is that when we

have learned something through repetition, the process
becomes automatic. So, how can Tiger stop something
he has practiced literally hundreds of thousands of
times? How does he avoid becoming “automatic?” It
has to do with how he practices.
Archery Practice

You were wondering when I would get around to
archery, weren’t you? (I can read minds, really!) The
author was writing about what many people are calling
“deliberate practice,” and this is about archery as much
as it is about anything. As compared to “ordinary practice,” deliberate practice differs in a number of ways.
One of those ways is: it is highly demanding mentally.
Another is: it isn’t much fun. The
first point brought to mind something Rick McKinney said about
his practice regimen. He said that
shooting 400 arrows a day wasn’t
the hard part (he created planned
shooting sessions for each day that
allowed enough time to attend to
that task); the hard part, he said,
was being focused for each and
every shot.
This is a key. You not only
have to be practicing doing the
correct things in a correct manner,
but you have to be working mentally every second. This makes
effective practice difficult and,
well, not much fun.
Realize that I have been one of those “If you aren’t
having fun, you are probably doing it wrong.” kinds of
guys. I am changing my mind on this.

“The author’s main point
is that our belief in “talent” is misplaced. There
is almost no evidence for
any such thing scientifically. Possibly our belief
in people’s “talent” is a
form of wishful thinking
(or ego protection) on all
of our parts.”
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Deliberate Practice

I referred to two of the aspects of deliberate practice
above; here is the whole list:
1. Deliberate practice is not what most of us do: it isn’t
work and it isn’t play; it is something in between.
2. Deliberate practice is specifically designed to improve
Archery Focus

performance. Just shooting arrows, while it may keep one in shooting
shape, does not qualify as deliberate practice as it is not designed to
improve performance; in effect, it is just mock performance.
3. Deliberate practice can be repeated . . . a lot. Here archers can excel as we
are used to high volumes of repetition, but repeating mediocre shots
doesn’t count. There has to be a great deal of repetition to create an
elite performer. The most bandied value is it takes 10 years of deliberate practice, but I have also seen eight years mentioned in archery
contexts. This slightly shorter time may be because so few people
compete at archery compared to other sports—the level of competition may not be very high . . . yet. Look at what happened to the
Korean Olympic program when they increased the number of people
participating in archery, provided them with consistent coaching,
fierce competition, and lots of practice. And Korea has no recreational archery programs!
4. Feedback on results of deliberate practice is continuously available. One
would think that our targets do this job for us, but I will argue that
this is not the case. For example, the number of reasons why an arrow
might hit low on a target must be in the dozens. Which reason
applied to your last low arrow? Some of us are adept at identifying the
sources of our own mistakes, but most serious archers are going to
need coaching and video and anything else available that can expand
the quality and quantity of the feedback available to them. The target alone is not enough.

“Just shooting arrows,
while it may keep one in
shooting shape,
does not qualify as
deliberate practice
as it is not designed
to improve performance;
in effect, it is just
mock performance.”
5. Deliberate practice is highly demanding mentally. Practicing this way
requires archers to not let anything pass: all mistakes must be corrected. This also sets limits on how much you can practice this way;
some say a couple of hours, others say 4-5 hours per day. I think that
using physical training as a “break” from the demands of deliberate
practice may make it possible to extend practice sessions. Physical
training does not demand the same level of mental engagement as
does deliberate practice.
6. Deliberate practice isn’t much fun. This doesn’t mean it isn’t enjoyable. I
have often said that what distinguishes adults from children is that
adults can enjoy hard work. (I have known 14 year old adults and 45
year old children in my life.) This is the criterion we use to distinguish
between competitive archers and recreational archers in our archery
curricula and programs. If it isn’t fun, recreational archers won’t do it,
whatever it is. Competitive archers, on the other hand and if they realArchery Focus
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ly want to learn to win, must do things that aren’t
fun. I work with competitive students to encourage
them to enjoy the hard work, because otherwise
they probably won’t meet their goals.
More on Talent is Overated

This is a business book, so many of the applications discussed are business oriented, but the examples frequently come from the worlds of sports and music and entertainment (Chris Rock!), all practice-oriented fields.
The author’s main point is that our belief in “talent” is misplaced. There is almost no evidence for any
such thing scientifically. People certainly differin
things like physical stregth, hand-eye coordination,
and reflex speed, but what could be responsiblef or
playing the violon? Possibly our belief in people’s “talent” is a form of wishful thinking (or ego protection) on all of
our parts. If the guy beating us
is a “natural” with “god-given
talent,” how are we expected to
beat them? But if the truth is,
as the author indicates, that
elite performers are created by
deliberate, focused practice
and lots and lots of practice,
then we have no excuse, now
do we?
Study after study and
example after example ( Jerry
Rice, Tiger Woods, many
musicians) show that it takes
about ten years of dedicated,
deliberate practice to reach
elite standards of performance,
no matter the field. The people
who stay on top, practice a
great deal, and it is not just a
“flinging arrows” kind of practice. Deliberate practice takes
what is being learned and
breaks it down into parts and
then each part has practice elements designed for it. Having
gifted teaching is a key element, although some people
can do it without. One
“researcher” thought so little of
“talent” that he set out to disprove it by advertising for a
wife with whom to have children, who would then be
trained into elite performers. A
woman answered his request
and they got married and had
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kids. They picked chess as the field although neither
one was an expert in the field. The fascinating thing
was that all three of their children were girls and this
was at a time when chess was almost exclusively a male
endeavor. All three girls dominated. And the one who
did the best was the one who, admittedly by one and
all, worked the hardest.
So, were these children monsters, fueled by
parental obsession? Apparently not, they all eventually
drifted away from chess dominance to pursue families.
Is either Tiger Woods or Jerry Rice monstrous?
Focused, almost obsessed, but neither had a parent driving them and when they became adults, they drove
themselves. Both Rice and Woods had/have practice
regimens that cause other professionals to wilt when
they have tried to keep up, and they both had families
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“If you have ambitions for
yourself or your child to become
an elite performer, you might
want to read this book.”
and people who loved and supported them as children.
So, if it is hard work and deliberate, structured
practice and it takes years of it to become an elite performer, when does one decide to start this processes?
Clearly the performers most notable start as children.
To be an elite archer at 18, you must start at eight years
of age. Tiger Woods had a golf club in his hands at
two. So, if you are a parent and want this for your children, do you turn your life over to getting them to
practice? Interesting question. Other than the
“researchers” who trained their chess champions,
parental motivations have to be examined. Often, it is
the only thing the parent has to offer. Mozart’s father
was a music teacher and composer. Tiger Wood’s
father found golf later in life and, like many others,
became somewhat obsessed with the game.
Conclusion

The thing that jumped into my mind, and which provided the impetus to get me out of my reading chair to
sitting in front of a computer, was the image of Tiger
stopping at the top of his swing (on the way down!). I
had seen this on TV; it shocked me the first time I saw
him do it. This is the equivalent of letting down right
after the clicker clicks. I had
been thinking about and
writing on the clicker quite a
bit of late, so it was “on my
mind.” And, if you can’t let
down when the clicker clicks,
7KH
SHUIHFW VKRW
7KHSHUIHFWVKRW
or you are a release shooter
$1'
WKH
WKH
and you can’t let down when
SHUIHFW
ERZVWULQJ
SHUIHFWERZVWULQJ
you have the thought “I
7KHUH¶V D JRRG UHDVRQ ZK\
should let down,” you are
%&< ; ERZVWULQJ PDWHULDO
getting a signal that your
LV VXSSOLHG DV RULJLQDO HTXLSPHQW
E\ PRVW PDMRU ERZ PDQXIDFWXUHUV
practice is ineffective and
 $EVROXWHO\ QR FUHHS
maybe it needs to be more
 6XSHULRU VWDELOLW\
 9HU\ JRRG VSHHG DQG GXUDELOLW\
effective, more deliberate.
3/86
If you have ambitions for
 7KH ZLGHVW UDQJH RI VLQJOH DQG
yourself or your child to
WZR FRORU PDWHULDO
 6DPH GD\ SHUVRQDO VHUYLFH DQG
become an elite performer,
DGYLFH IURP SHRSOH ZKR UHDOO\
you might want to read this
NQRZ DUFKHU\
book.
5HO\
RQ
Talent is Overrated
3KRQH 
by Geoff Colvin
)D[ 

,W
GRHVQ·W JHW DQ\
,WGRHVQ·WJHWDQ\
EHWWHU
WKDQ WKLV
EHWWHUWKDQWKLV

ZZZEF\¿EHUVFRP  HPDLO
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:KDWHYHU \RX¶UH ORRNLQJ
IRU LQ D ERZVWULQJ PDWHULDO
%&< KDV D SURGXFW WDLORUHG
WR \RXU QHHGV 6HH RXU
FDWDORJ RU YLVLW RXU ZHE VLWH

ZZZEF\ILEHUVFRP
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Arrow Shaft
Tapering
And Some Causes and Effects
by Brian J. Luke
Did you ever wonder just how much tapering an arrow
shaft affected its spine and weight? To answer this
question I started with two wood shafts of identical
spine and weight; shaft A and shaft B, then tapered
shaft A and rechecked its spine rating. I then reduced
the entire diameter of shaft B to match the new spine
rating of shaft A. The question is: what is the difference between these two shafts, if any? In this article I
will discuss this experiment and provide the results,
results which I have not found published anywhere
else.
Much of what we know about arrow design comes
from the experiments of old time arrow smiths, skillfully working wooden arrow shafts into every profile
imaginable by hand. Three of the most popular profiles
were the parallel shaft, the barreled shaft, and the
tapered shaft. Barreled shafts have their largest diameter in their exact centers and gradually taper toward
each end. Most commonly the diameter would change
1
⁄16 inch (0.062˝). For example, a barreled arrow that
was 11⁄32˝ (0.344˝) in diameter in the center would be
9
⁄32˝ (0.281˝) in diameter at each end of the shaft.
Tapered shafts were parallel from the point ends to
the exact centers of the shafts, and from the center the
shafts would taper to the nock ends changing diameter
1
⁄16 of an inch. An arrow 11⁄32˝ in diameter from its point
end to the exact center of the shaft would then gradually taper to 9⁄32˝ at the nock end.
It was common for an arrow smith to taper only
the last seven inches of the nock end of the shaft to
help make weight in a matched set of arrows. Oddly
enough these arrows were still considered parallel
shafts.
There were proponents of each different arrow
profile. Some felt a barreled shaft had better long range
performance compared to parallel shafting of equal
weight. Horace A. Ford on the other hand was a strong
advocate of the parallel arrow shaft. Mr. Ford was England’s target champion eleven times from 1849 to
1859. He felt the tapered shaft would deflect off the
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bow, veering it off course. I know, a silly presumption
now, but you must understand, Horace did not have
the luxury of high speed photography.
Using what we know today about arrow flight
from slow motion video, combined with grouping
results of arrows with improved front of center
(F.O.C.) balance points, I wanted to know if there
were any measurable advantages in tapering wooden
arrow shafts.
Test #1

In previous writings I have discussed various methods
of tapering wood arrow shafts. As good as the results
have been tapering with these methods, I still wanted
to come up with a “no brainer” method that would give
me consistently predictable results. A jig would be the
answer, but the only arrow tapering jig I found on the
market limited the length of taper to ten inches. (We
will be reviewing this jig in AFm soon. Ed.) This would
only create a true barreled arrow of 20 inches; this simply would not do.
I have tried tapering 15 inches in a machinist lathe
supporting the shaft at each end but the shaft is not
rigid enough to withstand the cutting tool pressure.
To solve my dilemma, I have made a jig that has
the capabilities to taper any length, even the full length
if needed.
This is not a “how to” story about the making of
the jig, but rather an accumulation of test results I have
done on tapering wood arrow shafts. Recently I made
up six dozen arrows for various friends of mine who
had learned I had made a tapering jig.
Some of the arrows were made from Cedar, some
from German Spruce, and some from Hickory. I measured the weight of each shaft and the spine rating
between 26 inch centers depressed with a two pound
weight. (This is the traditional standard for measuring
arrow spine. Modern arrows are measured between 28˝
centers with a 1.94 pound (880g) weight. Ed.) I have
accumulated data of both spine and weight in grains
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Here is my tapering jig with some raw and tapered shafts in front.

before and after tapering or barreling.
I also have a set of dies that will reduce the diameter of an arrow shaft by only 0.005˝ at a time. (See
Brian’s last series on making wood arrows for a description
and photos of his die. Ed.) That is less than 1⁄3 of 1⁄64 of
an inch, a mere 0.0025˝ change in “wall thickness”
(about the thickness of a human hair).
This die gave me the capability to precisely reduce
the entire diameter of an arrow to match the spine of a
given tapered or barreled shaft. I really wanted to know
if it was really worth going through all the trouble it
takes to taper or barrel an arrow shaft.
After tapering and barreling several dozen arrows
while taking weight and spine measurements all of the
way, I became very encouraged about the predictability and repeatability of my arrow tapering jig. My tapering jig works like two spring-loaded vice jaws, supporting the entire surface that is being cut and constantly conforms to the arrow’s changing profile while
never altering the true center of the shaft. The cutting
tool is a hand plane, honed razor sharp which rides
along two adjustable rails. The rails guide the plane at
a precise distance above the shaft and by the placement
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of various thickness shims under the rails; a precise and
constant taper is produced.
Any time you remove wood from a shaft you
reduce the static spine of the shaft. You may have come
across an old saying stating that barreling stiffens the
shaft, but this is incorrect; the only way to stiffen a
given shaft is to add more wood to it. It is better to
state that a barreled shaft is strongest in the center.
The Results On average when tapering a shaft half
of its entire length you can expect to lose 7% in both
spine and weight. For example, starting out with a parallel shaft of 400 grains and a 400 spine rating (0.400˝
deflection with a two pound weight between 26 inch
centers), you can expect the tapered shaft to lose 28
grains to weigh 372 grains and have a new deflection
of 428.
A barreled shaft in most cases worked out to nearly double that or approximately a 14% loss in weight
and spine. Starting out with a 400 grain parallel shaft
with a spine rating of 400 you can expect the barreled
shaft to weigh 56 grains less or 344 grains with a new
spine rating of 456.
Continued on Next Page
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A closeup of the tapering jig showing the worked shaft clamped between two spring-loaded jaws which is gently shaved down and then slid
forward until the desired taper is achieved.

Now, what I really wanted to know was: how does
tapering compare to simply reducing the diameter of
the shaft in the performance of the arrow? We have
already determined that tapering half the length will
reduce the spine and weight by 7%. Assuming we
started with the same arrow of 400 grains and 400
spine rating, after tapering we had and arrow of 372
grains and spine of 428. Since the spine rating is the
most important factor in matching an arrow to a bow,
I took another arrow of 400 spine and 400 grains and
reduced the entire arrow in my die to match the spine
rating of the tapered arrow of 428
spine. The result was that the
reduction of spine along the entire
shaft only reduced the weight by
3% compared to the 7% loss of
weight by tapering.
So, starting with two identical
arrows, they now have the same
spine rating of 428, but the
tapered shaft weighs 372 grains
and the parallel shaft weighs 388
grains. A tapered shaft will weigh approximately 4%
lighter than a parallel shaft of the same spine.
As you might expect, barreling will yield twice the
results; a barreled shaft will weigh about 8% lighter
than a parallel shaft of the same spine. You could
expect to shave off 32 grains from a 400 grain parallel
shaft to create the same spine.
And, of course, a lighter shaft can be expected to
have more cast than a heavier shaft of the same spine.

This is complicated because bow efficiency is determined by arrow weight and if a lighter weight arrow
reduces the bow’s efficiency, less improvement in cast
will be seen. Since these weight reductions aren’t very
large, this is probably a minor effect.
The Bottom Line Is it worth the 32 grain arrow loss
to barrel taper a 400 grain arrow shaft? I feel the
answer is yes, if you are shooting long distance target
rounds and are striving for better trajectories. You
could certainly expect the streamlined profile of a barreled shaft to cut the wind better than a parallel shaft;
but I would need to see proof of
this. Barreling does nothing to
improve the F.O.C. over a parallel
shaft, but I can see how it may
improve overall spine.
What I mean by overall spine
is by using a spine tester we can
only measure static spine by
depressing the shaft in the middle
and recording the deflection.
Overall spine, also called dynamic
spine, is a combination of static spine and actual recovery time of the arrow flexing to clear the bow. We
know that by increasing the point weight we do nothing to affect the static spine (determined from the
reading in a spine tester) but it causes the arrow to flex
more as it is shot, thus weakening the overall spine. I
could reason that barreling would improve the overall
spine of the arrow by having the strongest portion of
the arrow in the center of the shaft. Perhaps this

“What I really wanted to
know was: how does
tapering compare to simply reducing the diameter
of the shaft in the performance of the arrow?”
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These three shafts, described in “The Next Test” (below), will be tested at distance . . . when the weather turns better.

improves recovery time thus supporting the general
opinion of some that barreled shafts have better long
range performance compared to parallel shafts of the
same weight.
Even more impressive to me than barreled shafts
are tapered shafts. This profile seems to me to be the
most practical for all-around shafts. True, there is only
about 16 grains of weight loss for a 400 grain parallel
shaft, but there is a significant improvement in F.O.C.
In fact my test arrows showed a 2 to 21⁄2% improvement in F.O.C. An identical spine and weight parallel
shaft compared to an identical spine and weight
tapered shaft with the same point weight yielded these
results. On some lighter weight spruce shafts with 70
grain points, I improved the F.O.C. from 10% to
121⁄2%. On some much heavier hickory shafts I
improved the F.O.C with the same 70 grain point from
8 to 10 % by tapering the arrow half of its length.
We know that adding point weight to a shaft to
improve F.O.C. will weaken the overall spine; less
point weight increases the overall spine. The tapered
shafts actually required about 20 grains less point
weight to obtain the same F.O.C. as the barreled or
parallel shafts. So the overall weight reduction of a
tapered shaft is very near the weight reduction of a
barreled shaft if you are striving to obtain the same
F.O.C.
If you have spent any time studying slow motion
videos of arrows leaving bows I am sure you will agree
that the tail end of the arrow is most critical in provid-
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ing proper clearance. The feather end of a tapered
arrow is obviously the weakest portion of the shaft; if
the tapered arrow clears properly I could only assume
the front half of the shaft that is much stronger will
help dampen the flexing needed in the weaker back
section to provide proper clearance, thus improving
recovery time and overall spine.
The Next Test

My next set of comparisons will go something like
this: I have three arrows of different profiles—one
shaft is parallel, one shaft is tapered half of its length,
and one shaft is a true barrel. These shafts differ from
one another to start, but after tapering the one and
barreling the other I was able to obtain three shafts
that are now identical in spine and weight. The only
difference is their profile. I installed the same amount
of point weight and fletched the three with the same
length feathers. I want to know if the profile alone of a
certain arrow will have any long range advantages over
the other two profiles. This will require shoot testing
to measure group size and impact height on the target.
I am writing this only a couple of days before the
New Year, so I will have to wait for more favorable
weather here in northeastern Ohio. It would be great
to come up with a shooting machine between now and
then!
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